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The Successful Single Mom book is your therapist, BFF, coach, and personal trainer â€¦ all rolled

into one. Written by a business coach and former single mom, when you read this book you'll feel

like you're getting big sisterly advice (and a hug!) from someone you've known forever. You'll feel

inspired to begin your transformation and become the mom and woman you've always known you

could be.  The Successful Single Mom is the only book series for single moms written in a positive,

can-do voice, from the coaching perspective, by an executive coach who was also a single mom.

This book provides the roadmap for creating the life you want, starting instantly, today, with the

encouragement you need.  Honoreeâ€™s practical, encouraging advice gives you a road map to

start creating your ideal path today!  In this book, youâ€™ll discover: --How to rebuild your personal

and professional lives to feel like you again. --How to develop your support system. --How to

improve your attitude and enjoy the cool things single mom life has to offer. --How to create a plan

and action steps to put you on the path to success. --How to be an incredible role model for your

kids, and much, much more! Buy the funny, encouraging book to pave your new future today!

Praise for THE SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MOM Book & Series  "I wish I had discovered this series

about ten years ago when I was recently a single mother of four, without a high school education

and no prospects. While I have since found my way in the world, I obviously have a few things to

learn and reading this book was very helpful." ~Marianne Curtis, Author  "This isn't just another

book to help you feel good, this is a book with a plan!" ~Christina Plaisted, single mom
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The book is 104 pages long. It's an easy, enthusiastic read. It chronicles the stories of single moms

and how they got back on track as single moms. This book shows single moms a simple, practical

method for creating success. --Amy Sue Nathan, Chicago Single Mom Examiner.comI give The

Successful Single Mom book 5 stars! I highly recommend this book to all single moms, those who

love them, and any other moms who want to be successful. Although it's directed towards single

moms, all moms can relate and be helped by this amazing book! --Books4Moms.com --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

AUTHOR. Honoree is the author of The Successful Single Mom Book Series, The Successful

Single Dad, and the books Play2Pay: How to Market Your College-Bound Student-Athlete for

Scholarship Money, Paying4College: How to Save 25-50% on Your Child's College Education, and

Tall Order! Seven Master Strategies to Organize Your Life and Double Your Success in Half the

Time. She has created Single Mom Transformation Program, The STMA (Short-term Massive

Action) 100-Day Action Plan Coaching Program, as well as The Tall Order! Success System and

The Referral-Only Business System self-study courses. SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MOM. Honoree is

the proud mom of Lexi, a precocious 13 year old seventh-grader who teaches her new things about

success every day. She does her very best to live what she teaches, and she teaches it so she

remembers to live it. BLISSED OUT NEWLYWED. Using the tools in this book prepared her to

attract and marry her fantastic new husband. ENTHUSIASTIC MENTOR. She coaches

entrepreneurs, senior-level professionals and single moms to live their ultimate lives through her

ground-breaking Successful Single Mom Transformation Program. She teaches an Effortless Living

class in her home for single moms, moms and women interested in living a life of abundance and

happiness. SINGLE MOM BLOG. Her blog reaches thousands of single moms each week,

providing tips, tools, strategies, ideas and recipes for making the most of yourself, your

mommy-ness, and your life.

I bought this book while pregnant with my first child. At 5 months pregnant, I am already in a

predicament with my child's father and with my own muddled life. I needed some guidance...before

the baby pops out and I find myself in an even deeper hole under even more distress. When I first

began this book, I wasn't that thrilled about it. I wasn't too moved by the over-simplified advice and

"corny" motivational lines. But I soon realized that it was only because I had possessed such a dark,

sullen attitude for so long and that I grew to enjoy luxuriating in the pity parties that I constantly

threw for myself. Honoree's very upbeat, hyper-positive attitude was, of course, going to be a



turn-off to me! Eventually, I grew into the book. I enjoyed writing my "new story" as opposed to

always feeling sorry for myself and crying the same sad song like a broken record. And I learned to

change my bad attitude towards MYSELF. The practise of constantly affirming myself was, at first,

very unusual to me, but I grew to understand the significance of it and now I'm trying to adopt it as a

daily practise. The exercises weren't terribly hard to do because I already knew that I had issues, so

it was actually quite refreshing to write them all out to finally face them. By the end of the book, I

was very eager to start my 100 Day Transformation Program. I wrote out my action plan yesterday

and I started the program today and I'm more than motivated to complete it. I'm confident that this is

what I needed to get my life back on track...and in time for my child to have a more effective,

empowered, and positive mother.

This is the first book I ever ready by Honoree. It was perfect to start with and came at the right time.

Later, I was ready to get into the rest of the series and If Divorce is a Game, These are the Rules.

But this one helped me keep my chin up when it was very hard and gave me some positive things to

focus on. Thanks Honoree for writing the right things at the right time.

Well written book that offered a clearly defined method for finding/creating a support group for single

moms. Humour interwoven with poignant points with personal recollections from various 'successful

single mom' examples provided emotional hooks that held the reader and compelled them towards

completing the book. Not a difficult read by any means, this book was well laid out and provided the

reader with the promised content in a comprehensive and interesting fashion. Good read.

When I purchased this book, I'd just become a single mom. Desperate for any information that was

relevant to single moms and written by someone who'd been in the trenches, I took the plunge after

reading Honoree's Blog, The Successful Single Mom. All I can say is thank God for caring,

generous women who share their own lives and the sorrow, pain and triumph they endured to help

the rest of us avoid as many of the pitfalls they faced. From her clear understanding of how one

feels when going through a divorce, to feeling the fear that you won't be enough for your

child/children, to an action plan to getting on with your life in a sane, successful way--Ms. Corder

walks the walk she talks. If it weren't for her book, and, the Good LORD, I don't know what I would

have done. Now, a few short years later, I'm a living result of her powerful advice--and am proud

and pleased to write this review. Get this book. Get the series. You won't regret the price, the

progress or the blanket of hope Honoree Corder wraps around you until you can stand on your own



strength!

Honoree inspires, encourages, motivates and tells it like it is in this helpful guide for getting through

one of the most difficult and challenging transitions in a parents life. The stories of all the women

who were part of the group were so helpful in realizing that you are not alone and that becoming a

single parent can be the beginning of something greater than before. This book is like having the

best friend you wish you had going through a tough time on your nightstand! Highly recommended

in a group setting and as a gift for any single parents you know!

I loved this book and I'm excited to read the rest! As a newly single mom, I found her writing

inspiring, encouraging, optimistic and very realistic which made it easy to relate to her experiences.

She offers a lot of creative and helpful advice to give you direction as far as transforming your life

into a wonderful one. By the end, you'll be more confident and ready to face anything with a smile!

Excellent book! Really motivated me!

I thought this book was so inspiring! I sell real estate and work with a lot of "single Moms", I want to

give this book as a gift, very encouraging and empowering!
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